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THE HALLEL THAT IS SPLIT IN HALF  

SPRING CLEANING

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt  Rosh Kollel

Yerucham Reich

One of the highlights of Pesach night is the recitation 
of the Hallel. It is something which we recognize as a 

sense of strength and faith, of thanksgiving to Hashem and a 
singing of his praises.  

Some enthusiastically sing it during the baking of erev 
Pesach matzos, and some stick around after Yom Tov Maariv 
and sing it then. Of course, as the second-to-last stage of 
events during the Pesach Seder we surely say it yet again with 
a sense of happiness and joy, fervor and exultation. 

Yet this Hallel of the Seder stands apart from all the usual 
Hallels of the year. 

Most of us have had the experience of witnessing the 
women in our lives – mothers and sisters, and then 

wives and daughters – turn our homes, and to some extent our 
lives, upside down in their zealous preparations for Pesach.  
It is the strength and commitment of these holy ladies that 
safeguards the perpetuation of Yiddishkeit;  their zeal, their 
strength, and their determination leave us breathless, and 
awed.  

We know, of course, that this can be, and often is, taken to 
excess. Preparation for Pesach is not exactly Spring Cleaning 
…… or is it?

The Torah commands us to eliminate the chametz from 
our homes. We have a ritual of burning the chametz, but chazal 
teach that the mitzvah of tashbisu, “you shall eliminate”, is 
primarily bitul balev, rendering it as if nothing in one’s heart 
i.e. in one’s mind.

The Chassidic literature is replete with references to a 
deeper meaning to the concept of tashbisu being bitul balev. 
This is based on a Zohar that posits that just as there is a 
mitzvah to remove chametz from our homes, so too is there, 
on a deeper level, a requirement that we eliminate what the 
chametz represents: the yetzer hara.

Raabbi Alexandri, (Brachos 17a),  prays and declares: 
Master of The World, You know that we want to do Your 
will. But what stops us? “Seor sheba’issa”, the sourness, the 
chametz that is within the dough – an allusion, Rashi says, 
to the yetzer hara that is within the heart and which makes it 
“sour”– chametz.  

Picking up on this theme, Baal HaTurim explains Vayikra  
2/11: a korban Mincha may not be made chametz, as all 
sourness (“se’or”)  and sweetness --  honey (“dvash”)  may not 
be brought as an offering.  Says the Baal HaTurim: “because 
the yetzer hara is sourness – chametz – within us,  we avoid 

Rav Nissen Alpert in his Sefer Limudai Nissan writes that 
whereas the regular Hallel has to be said without any breaks 
or interruptions, on Pesach night we divide the Hallel into two 
separate parts.  One half of Hallel is recited towards the end of 
Maggid, and the other half is left over to be said after we have 
enjoyed the meal and consumed the Afikomon.  

Why, asks Rav Nissin, do we relate the Hallel in such a 
fragmented manner? What’s the idea, what is the concept?

Rav Alpert explains the ancient minhag of splitting the 
Hallel in a most poignant, interesting and beautiful way. 

The life of a person can be separated into three distinct 

chametz on the altar, and by the same token, we also avoid the 
sweetness of honey, because that too is a manifestation of the 
yetzer hara as it entices us to the perceived “sweetness” of sin.

And so when we burn the chametz on erev Pesach in the 
morning we pray that just as we eliminated the chametz from 
our homes and burned it, so too may we merit to eliminate the 
yetzer hara from within ourselves, all the days of our lives, 
and to cling to God and His Torah, to cling to the yetzer hatov, 
for all our generations, forever. 

And perhaps this is why the stringency regarding chametz 
appears to be so much greater than any other mitzvah, 
requiring a search, burning, destruction, elimination from 
the heart (bitul), a total uprooting, bal yiraeh ubal yimatze.   
Because the stakes are very high indeed.

On Rosh Hashana we do tshuva me’yirah, from fear of 
the day of judgment. On Pesach we do tshuva me’ahava, from 
love. How grateful we should be to the wonderful, holy Jewish 
women  who inspire us with their seemingly over-zealous 
cleaning for Pesach. What a lesson they are teaching us: As 
Purim leads immediately into the preparations for Pesach, 
as the great strength of kiymu v’kiblu of Purim progresses 
to the  tshuva me’ahava of Pesach,  we are prepared for the 
“deep cleaning” called for to really observe Pesach properly, 
to purify our hearts as well as our homes, to cleanse the 
internal as well as the external, so that as the joyous holy days 
of Pesach approach and envelop us, we in turn can have the 
purity of spirit to embrace God, and to cling to Him, as in the 
Chida’s prayer for after the burning of the chametz, for all our 
generations, and for all time, forever. 

Yerucham Baruch Reich
Pesach. 5770
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periods of time periods- His Younger years, his older years, 
and the vast amount of years in middle. For all intents and 
purposes, his younger years and retirement years could 
be but are not necessarily encumbered by a vast amount of 
distractions.  

Inexperienced youth have the opportunity to learn Torah, 
study and absorb yiddishkeit from their homes, Yeshivos and 
schools. Their environment is usually guided towards the vast 
and important development of their Jewish education and 
edification.

On the other side of life, people with their years of life 
experience have come to understand things with a practiced 
clarity. They know life as they have lived through it and 
can comprehend the vital, and not so vital, components. As 
such, the beginning and end of their lives can be ones which 
are focused on their Yahadus, yidishkeit and unmitigated 
involvement in Torah and Mitzvos.

It’s the middle stage that can veer people of the paths of 
religious or spiritual growth. 

We tend to become distracted by the ever expanding burden 
we are placed under in our lives. We have married, or have 
otherwise gone on in life. We have had more responsibilities 
placed upon us. Work, money, bills, mortgages, and tuition 
may be hovering above us and we might just find ourselves 
lost in the mix. Daf yomi sometimes gets tossed, minyan or 
mincha in the winter months may get trampled and we hardly 
have time to breathe, let alone delve into an exploration of 
Judaism and Torah.

What pushes us, and what can pull us back?
Rav Alpert points to three underlying issues which at 

times push us away and fray the connection. These three 
issues which are emphasized on the Pesach Seder night and 
three foundations of orthodox life which ought to be clearly 
addressed on this holy night. 

The Haggada cites the following adage of Rav Gamliel: 
Rav Gamliel Haya Omer Kol me  shelo amar sheloshah 
devarim eilu, lo yotzah yidei Chovosah- Pesach. Matzah. 
Marror.- “Rabban Gamliel said: Anyone who does not 
discuss three things during the Pesach Seder, does not fulfil 
their obligation. These three things are the Pascal Sacrifice, 
Matza, and bitter herbs.

The specific items listed are not only because they are, 
literally, the Mitzvos of the day but because it is imperative 
that we understand what they represent. 

Korban Pesach- the foundation of Emunah and Bitachon- 
The korban Pesach wasn’t just a matza enveloped 

schwarma to eat vefore the long trip in the desert, it 

represented the Hashgacha- klalis and pratis- the divinity and 
mastery of Hashem on this world.  We don’t get to see the 
Yad Hashem every day. We are bound to our heritage, and 
our choice. We know what is true and good, but we don’t 
always have the perfect faith and emunah which we need 
to have.  Makas bechoros and Korban Pesach happened at 
same night. All of the makkos, and conclusively, the last of 
them- Makkos Bechoros- showed us that everything which 
happens is divinely ordained and the makkos were specifically 
performed for that reason; to bring out the name of Hashem in 
its grandeur and glory.

That was the experience we had then and although we are 
not afforded the opportunity to see this so clearly we believe, 
we have faith and therefore we speak, we remember, and 
realize the hashgacha and absolute faith- what we saw and 
what we still wish to experience. 

 Matzah- teaches that Hashem provides for us every single 
day as we say 3x a day- “Poseach es Yadecha, u’ masbeah 
L’chol Chai Ratzon”

We were on the way out with little to no provisions and 
yet the bread baked fast and well. It forever represented the 
bread of freedom as we took it and sustained us as we left 
Egypt. 

We all know that business deals, timing the market, and 
buying cheap-selling-high, doesn’t always work. When a deal 
goes south, you can try, you can wheel and deal, but you can’t 
force success, until it’s the right time for the pieces to fit and 
for thing to be right. We can pray for success, it could help, 
but you just can’t forcibly push it. 

On a daily basis, though, we lose sight of that. We figure 
that there must be another angle, a different tactic. Sometimes 
it works, other times not, but we all know that it’s not really 
in our control. 

So the matza, the God timed source of instant sustenance, 
symbolizes and forces us to recognize and understand that-  
“Poseach es Yadecha, u’ masbeah L’chol Chai Ratzon”- 
God opens his hand, and sustains every living creature. 

Maror- Hashem is alway there for us, no matter what.
The “ups” of life are great, but they too come with their 

“downs”. Those experiences sometimes leave a person with 
a negativity and a bitterness. The hope tends to drain our life 
force and the tragedies, bankruptcies and trauma usurp feeling 
of optimism.  While we can just plainly say, “That’s Life!” the 
actual acceptance is a bit more difficult. 

Maror represents that ideal of bitterness during tribulation. 
The bitter taste, the infliction of the Egyptians on the Jewish 
Soul.

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt
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R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

These are the issues which concern us most during the 
main middle years of our lives, and therefore they need to be 
addressed.  

And on this night we look at the Matzah, the Pesach and 
the Maror and we learn the underlying lessons which affect 
our lives. 

The idea, Rav Alpert writes, is that we are to play the 
tune of Hallel throughout the tough times too. The inspiring, 
educating songs of our youth shouldn’t be caused to distraction 
by that which veers our attention away. The songs of our 
youthful Hallel really need to go on. The faith, the Judaism, 
the Mitzvos and Torah thought should permeate and imbue 
our lives long after we have left the walls of the Yeshiva and 
Homes. 

That it is why the Hallel is split. And, Rav Alpert writes, 
it’s not just divided into two parts but into three. 

The first part- the first half of Hallel- represents the first 
stage of our lives- our youth. This part of Hallel is right after 
a long discussion of faith on this Seder night. It comes with 
a focus and with exuberant joy and it arrives at a time when 
there is seemingly nothing in front of us but the clear and 
clarion call of Judaism. That is our youth. The dreams, the 
ideals, the vision of grandeur unimpeded by nothing and with 
everything so seemingly clear in front of us. 

But then comes the second part which is actually during 
our meal. It could be confused with an ordinary, mundane and 
unspiritual time. 

The meal is when we eat, we drink, and we are merry, 
but it is not without good word of Torah, it is not without a 
Kiddush Hashem. While it looks to be a mundane item, it is 
a part of out lives which we can raise up high and proclaim 
for all to see that we are a Kiddush Hashem. So too when we 
live our lives, It too can be infused with real sense of Kiddush 
Hashem. If it is led with honesty, integrity and with a feeling 
of honouring Hashem’s name wherever we find ourselves to 
be.    

The last part of Hallel envelopes the second “mundane” 
part along with the first part. It symbolizes the concluding act 
of our lives, but a life which has played the song of Hallel the 
whole time, even during the difficult, complex and fraught 
filled times. If we can sing that Hallel, if we can fit God into 
our lives when there is hardly time for anything. If we can 
put aside that which distracts us and understand the message 
of the Pesach, Matza and Maror, then the Hallel of our lives 
would have been complete. 

We sit in this microcosm of Jewish life called the Seder. It 
represents the lives of Jews over thousands of year. The tools 

which are needed for us to persevere under any circumstance, 
to transcend and to instil, is there for the teaching. 

The Seder is one of the bearers of Emunah and Bitachon. 
The idea, concept and practical knowledge that God is in 
charge, in control, and doing what is best for us as a nation, a 
people and as an individual.   

This idea is brought out nicely by a story I recently read 
in the Sefer Otzros HaTorah on The Haggada. 

The Pesach Seder was at its conclusion, and the guests, 
at least those that were still awake, were saying the moving 
stanzas of the beautiful Shir Hashirim. Rav Aryeh Levin 
was present at the Seder and noticed that when R’ Chaim 
reached the words - Behold, you are beautiful, my love; 
behold, you are beautiful; your eyes are doves, tears began 
to stream down his face. 

R’ Aryeh inquired of his rebbe’s emotional sentiment at 
this moment of the Seder, and R’ Chaim told him that this 
verse reminded him of a story which had happened when he 
was still a young Rov in Moscow.

“One day a prestigious, non-Jewish looking man walked 
in to my study. He looked nervous and scared and he wanted 
to talk in private. After we were alone he told me that his 
wife had just given birth to a baby boy and he wanted me to 
perform the bris milah for his son. It had to be secret because 
no one in his environment knew that he was, in fact, a Jew. 
He owned a factory, he was a prominent man and if they 
knew that he was Jewish he was afraid to lose it all.  

“The man eschewed any vestige of Jewish dress, and he 
definitely did not live like a Jew, so I inquired of him why he 
wanted a bris for his son. I asked him as to what turned his 
heart towards Judaism now where he lived his full life as a 
gentile.  

“To my surprise, the fellow began to weep. ‘I know very 
well, my dear Rabbi, that I have distanced myself greatly from 
my roots. Often I am deeply saddened by this recognition, but 
in my present situation I doubt if I will ever be able to really 
return.’

“’I also imagine that because of my position, this newborn 
son of mine will be even more estranged than I from Judaism. 
Because I at least grew up as a Jew in a Jewish home; but he 
will never even recognize any Jewish sign. Nonetheless, I tend 
to think that somehow, someday, he might chance upon the 
Jewish lifestyle and it may find favor in his eyes. Perhaps he 
may have the desire one day to live like a true Jew. “

“Therefore, I decided that I do not want to block that road 
back to his roots before him; something which may very well 
occur if he is not circumcised. So I overcame all of my own 
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R’ Heshy Kahan|Chaver HaKollel

obstacles and I made the effort to have him circumcised so 
that that window of opportunity should always be open for 
him should he ever desire to come back home!’”

Reb Chaim then told Rav Aryeh, “Rashi understands that 
Hashem retains His love for us before we sin and even after 
we have sinned. He encourages us to return to Him. But what 
is the deeper meaning of the comparison of the Jewish People 
to a Dove? And why is the verse praising Israel’s beauty as 
referring to after they sin. What could be beautiful about a 
Jew after he has sinned? However, as a result of this incident, 
I came to understand it.”

The key is at the end of the passage, ‘Your eyes are doves.’ 
The Talmud teaches us (Bava Basra 23) that the dove will 
never go so far from her nest that she cannot return. She 
constantly looks over her shoulder and ascertains that she 
can go back whenever she wants to. 

So it is with a Jew. Although he may have become 
completely estranged from Judaism, he always endeavors to 
keep the way clear for him, or at least for his children, to 
return to his own nest. This is the beauty of the Jews in all 
circumstances. How lucky we are to be among them.” 

Q: Is there any source in the Talmud that describes the 
concept of selling one’s chometz to a non-Jew on Pesach? 

A: Interestingly enough there is not any mention in the Talmud 
of this concept. This strongly insinuates that this practice may 
not be so ideal as the concept of selling something to a gentile 
is not a novel concept that couldn’t have been though of 
before. The Gemara could merely have suggested that instead 
of destroying  the chometz one should sell it. The fact that this 
is not the case may leave one to suspect that maybe chazal did 
not approve such a practice.

Q: If there is no mention of selling the chometz in the 
Talmud, at what point do we notice this concept being 
introduced to our paradigm of halachic practice? 

1) The Tosefta1 mentions a Jew stuck on a boat over 
Pesach with no other option of what to do with his 
chometz and mentions that he may give or sell his 
chometz to a non-Jew. The issue with this Tosefta is 
that it implies2 that one may only commence such 
a sale every few years (and not on an annual basis) 
as we need to mimic the case of the voyage by boat, 
which in those times was a seldom taken trip 

2) One of the Rishonim discuss the heter to physically 
take the chometz out of one’s house and sell it to 
the non-Jew.3 This too is not a substantial source as 
nowadays we traditionally do not take the chometz to 
the non-Jew’s house

Q: In the year 2015 many families actually do this sale 
every year and do keep it in our homes, is there any source 
for this practice?

A: The concept of selling the chometz and still keeping it in 
one’s house was first introduced by the Bach when discussing 
the impracticalities of carrying whole barrels of whiskey4 to 
a non-Jew’s property. While the psak of the Bach allows one 
to sell the chometz even without removing it and putting it in 
the domain of the non-Jew there are many who interpret this 
halacha to mimic the scenario of the Bach and only sell items 
that are very costly and would be a hefsed merubah (major 
loss of money) to destroy before Pesach.

Q: Is there any heter to sell chometz that is 1) still in one’s 
house 2) not a major loss of money were it to be destroyed 
(i.e. open box of macaroni, single package of cookies etc.)?

A: The heter for this was mentioned by the Chasam Sofer 
who stated that as long as one is honestly relinquishing his 
ownership of the chometz, even if: 

	the worth of the chometz is nominal

	the chometz remains in his home

	the non-Jew fully intends to return it5 and has no 
interest in using the chometz

	the non-Jew views the sale to be somewhat comical 
as he has no intention of holding onto it after Pesach

the sale to the non-Jew would still be binding from both a 
legal and halachic standpoint.6

Q: If we are rely on the psak of the  Chasam Sofer is it 

HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: SELLING CHOMETZ IN OUR TIMES
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ideal for everyone to find their own non-Jew to make the 
sale with?

A: While there were those who interestingly preferred that 
option,7 mainstream society is encouraged nowadays to do the 
sale through their Rav. The reason is that too many halachic 
details need to be actualized that may not be realized by the 
average laymen. Some of these details are that:

•	 the sale uses no less then 7 different kinds of kinyanim 
(acquisitions),8 a thorough discernment of these laws 
would be necessary

•	 the non-Jew must be a bona fide non-Jew, with true 
“goyasheh yichus”,9 this research would not be so 
practical for everyone to carry out on the local non-
Jew who they decided to sell their chometz to

•	 As the Chasam Sofer said, the Jew must approach 
the sale with a clear understanding of the seriousness 
involved as well as the ramifications of how binding 
the sale is, this is most ideally recognized by someone 
in a Rabbinic role

Q: Is one required to pay the Rav for his services?

A: While in almost all cases the Rav is acting as an agent and 
is providing a free service to his community there is a minhag 
to give the Rav an allotment of money (each according to 
what he can afford) upon completing the transaction. The 
reason behind this is that:

(1) The unfortunate reality is that the community Rav is 
almost always overworked10 and underpaid. By using 
this opportunity to show appreciation for this service 
one is able to “slip in” some monetary expression of 
hakaros hatov for the myriad of other services that the 
Rav provides on an a daily basis. 

(2) There is a concept in halacha that when one appoints 
an agent for a biblical commandment there is no 
guarantee that it will get done. Therefore, by giving 
the Rav money one is taking  him out of the realms 
of “shliach” (agent) and placing him in the category 
of “po’el” (worker) thereby assuring oneself that the 
job will be done efficiently. However, realistically 
speaking there is no real concern about the Rav being 
careless about this intense responsibility and the first 
reason is more applicative.

Q: Is there anything that one should keep in mind when 

going through with this sale?

A: One has to make sure that:

•	 he does not give it as a “matana al m’nas l’hachzor” 
(a gift on condition of receiving back) as if that would 
be the case then the sale would be nullified

•	 the non-Jew has some sort of access to the home,11 
either via handing over the keys12 or if that is not 
preferred13 then leaving a contact number or a means 
of how to get to the chometz14 

•	 one calculates to the best of his ability exactly an 
approximate value of the chometz as well as where 
it is kept. [In the event that one forgets all places that 
are housing his chometz one need not be concerned as 
many contracts state explicitly that all chometz that is 
unknown to the seller is being sold to the gentile just 
as well]

Q: Which products should be sold to the non-Jew?

A: Many only sell products that are not “chometz gamur”15 
(i.e. play dough, colognes, candies, granola, barley, vinegar) 
and destroy all “complete chometz” (i.e. cookies, cereal, 
bread, pretzels, whiskey, beer, pasta). However if one takes 
the sale seriously and is prepared to legally and halachically 
relinquish ownership to the non-Jew then one should have no 
concern selling whatever he desires. As is with much other 
religious practice, it is best to follow one’s family tradition as 
far as how much this sale can encompass for each particular 
individual.

Q: Are there any other nuances that one should be aware 
of when selling one’s chometz?

A: Certain things to keep in mind is:

If selling part of the home:
1) one should close off, cover up or lock away the 

chometz that is being sold so as not to come to eat it 
over Pesach. If this is not possible a note should be 
posted listing the contents of the drawer/shelf/closet 
to be “chometz”

2) one should try to avoid going into the rooms that were 
sold so as not to take away from the seriousness of 
the sale, as these rooms belong to the non-Jew for the 
duration of Yom Tov16
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PARSHAS METZORA
Rabbi Avraham Greenwald

When you arrive in the land of Canaan that I give you 
as a possession, I will place a tzora’as affliction upon 

a house in the land of your possession.” (14:34). According 
to chazal, cited by Rashi, this is a besurah tova. The previous 
inhabitants hid their valuables in the walls of their homes to 
prevent them from falling into the hands of the conquering 
Jewish army. When you come into Eretz Yisrael, I will show 
you where to find those treasures by placing tzaraas on those 
homes. When the owner will remove the walls, he will find a 
treasure.

This is extremely puzzling. We are also told that tzora’as in 

the walls of homes was a punishment for selfishness. 
Why should those who displayed the extremely negative 
characteristic of selfishness have been rewarded with the 
discovery of hidden treasures? If anything, this will reinforce 
his negative trait! 

R’ Moshe Feinstein explains that certainly one who finds 
a treasure in his walls must have done something to deserve 
it, but if he were a true tzadik, he would have won the lottery 
and received a million dollars in a painless way. The fact that 
he received his reward in such a painful way indicates that he 
also was remiss in some area that warranted punishment. He 

R’ Heshy Kahan

3) one may rent out parts of his house if he himself is 
renting, as even though his contract with his landlord 
may not allow subletting as the non-Jew has no 
intention of living in his house 

If selling the entire home:

one should try to avoid going into the house as it does not 
belong to him [if the need arises this would be allowed as long 
as the non-Jew allows for such an arrangement. One may ask 
his Rav if this was the case in his particular sale]

1) one should not sell his actual pots but rather only 
the chometz inside the pots as if the non-Jew were 
to actually own the pots many hold he would require 
tevilas keilim upon regaining ownership

2) one need not be concerned that he needs to replace 
the mezuzos as the non-Jew is not actually living in 
the house that he has to re-establish his living place 
in his home.  

FOOTNOTES

1. Pesachim 2:6 as brought down by the Rosh in Perek Kol Shah
2. The Ritva, B’hag and many others learn the words “u’bilvad 

shelo ye’arem” (the sale can be done only if not done with trick-
ery) to mean that one cannot do it on an annual basis as that 
would make the sale out to be a mockery

3. Terumas Hadeshen 119
4. As they were generally very heavy and very costly as well mak-

ing their mobility not so accessible
5. S.A. 448:3

6. M.B. 448:13
7. The Sh’al U’maishiv was very much against the Rav selling 

everybody’s chometz as it further increased the misconception 
that this the sale is a joke. He therefore preferred that everyone 
do it on an individual basis.

8. Kinyanim include money, contract, handshake, agav, chalipin, 
meshicha and others

9. There is a famous Teshuva about a local Arab that bought all 
of the city’s chometz only o have it later discovered that in fact 
he was a Jew

10. This is especially true for our beloved Morah D’asra, R’ Moshe 
Plutchok Shlita who tirelessly gives of his time, wisdom and 
efforts to create a unified  place of growth for the entire Man-
hattan Beach community

11. Chemed Moshe
12. M.B. 488:12
13. Aside for the fact that many would not feel comfortable hand-

ing over the keys to a non-Jewish stranger the non-Jew himself 
would not necessarily desire to carry around a few hundred sets 
of keys

14. The Chayai Adam states that if the non-Jew does not pay fully 
for the chometz then one need not give over the keys, since 
the amount of chometz given over is usually quite costly, the 
non-Jew only makes a small down payment i.e. 10 cents per 
congregant.

15. See Ma’aseh Rav:180
16. Many times the shelves and room is sold along with the chometz 

as opposed to the just the chometz itself as this way a kinyan 
agav is enlisted thereby strengthening the sale. 
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must learn from the way he received the reward that Hashem 
is also displeased with him.

Many sefarim bring another answer from the Aruch 
HaShulchan. Hashem is using the punishment of tzaraas to 
teach us the purpose of punishment. Hashem punishes not 
because He has given up on us or because He, chas ve’shalom, 
hates us and wishes to “smack us” vengefully. Rather, He 
punishes us out of love. It is for our ultimate good. One who 
is punished will take stock of his conduct and get back on 
track. That is what Hashem wants from us when He metes out 
punishment. He is tapping us on the shoulder and reminding 
us where we should be headed. We are not quick to see the 
good in a punishment. When it comes to tzaraas, Hashem 
shows us that beneath the destruction lies a treasure. This is 
a lesson we should apply to all challenges and hardships we 
face. By tzaraas it was clear. With regard to other hardships 
and challenges, we must remember that they too are ultimately 
for our good. 

The premise of both these answers is that when Hashem 
punishes, He is not slapping us in the face in order to hurt 
us. We have to remember that Hashem wants what is good 
for us. A punishment or a challenge is there to benefit us. For 
this reason, Hashem punishes measure for measure. That way, 
one can understand why he is being punished and rectify his 
misdeeds. With this, we also have a better understanding in 
what R’ Moshe said. It seems strange that Hashem should give 
a person a nega on his home as a punishment and as a reward. 
But this only bothers us if we understand punishment as a way 

of Hashem getting back at us, c”v. But it is not that way. There 
is really no difference between reward and punishment. Both 
show Hashem’s love for us. If he did not love us, He would 
ignore us. Because He loves us, eHe lets us know when He 
is pleased with us and when He is not pleased. It therefore 
makes a lot of sense that He would reward someone with a 
treasure and at the same time punish him. He is telling the 
person: Yes, I am pleased with you, but you have an issue as 
well, and therefore I am giving you the reward in a way that 
you understand that you are not completely righteous.

At the end of Shimshon’s life, he asks Hashem that in the 
merit of one of his eyes that was knocked out by the Pelishtim, 
he should have the strength to bring down the roof over them. 
This seems strange. We know that Shimshon was blinded as a 
punishment for straying after his eyes. How could he then turn 
around and ask for a reward for receiving a punishment?! The 
answer is, again, that punishment is a means for us to grow. 
If one uses it in the right way, and corrects his shortfalls, the 
whole thing is turned around. He indeed deserves a reward for 
having grown spiritually from the punishment. Shimshon had 
the right perspective and understood why he was punished. 
He grew from it and now asked that in that zechus he have 
the strength to collapse the building over our enemies. The 
same is true with regard to tzaraas. Certainly, one receives the 
tzaraas as a punishment, but when he uses it the right way, he 
is indeed worthy of a reward. That reward comes in the form 
of a treasure behind his walls. 

WEEKLY INSIGHTS
R’ Aharon Finkelstein  Chaver HaKollel

Rabbi Avraham Greenwald

To be curious is normal, but to insist that every question 
must have an answer that we understand is not practical. 

Human accomplishment is fueled by curiosity, by the desire 
to know. It is the driving force for revealing the mysteries 
of the world around us, allowing for much technological 
advancement that surrounds us today. Yet, coupled with 
this benefit is also the fact that we as human beings have 
limitations in our ability to comprehend or explain certain 
things. Part of having intellectual integrity is recognizing 
the borders of our perspective.Yet many don’t see this, they 
fall into a pit of needing to explain the unexplainable. Maybe 
it is our insecurity, our sense of mastery over creation that 
disallows us to come to terms with our limits. Not everything 
can be explained and every question may not have an answer.  
This becomes especially applicable when considering the 

role of suffering in our lives. Have you ever wondered about 
why you have had a certain tragedy in your life? Has anyone 
ever given you an explanation for why that tragedy occurred? 
If so, did you walk away thinking that what was told to you 
is only a viewpoint, but in essence no one really knows for 
sure?  One is able to only suggest a reason, one can intimate a 
rationale, but no one can truly tell you the reason for a tragedy 
and why there is suffering. Ultimately only G-d knows the 
answer. So what do we do? How do we make sense and 
come to terms with those things that happen within our lives 
that are unexplainable?The answer is that instead of asking 
why we should focus on other questions. Like how can we 
use those difficulties we encounter as vehicles for growth. 
What can I attain from being introspective and what can I 
learn about myself.It is in this week’s perasha that we are told 
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about the purification process of the metzorah. The metzorah 
is a person which is stricken with a physical skin disease that 
materializes because of a spiritual malady.How do we know 
that it is not a skin disease which is caused physiologically? 
This can easily be demonstrated by the unique protocol that 
the Torah gives us regarding the metzorah.Let us survey the 
halachot pertaining to the metzorah. First, it is not a physician 
which deals with the issue, it is the Kohen. Second the items 
that are within the home are removed prior to making any 
determination of what the skin condition is. The reason this is 
so, is to prevent those items within the house from becoming 
impure. Third, and one of the strongest arguments, is that no 
determination is made on the holidays. The reason why this 
halacha is telling is because if we are dealing with a physical 
disease, the holiday season is where there is a tremendous 
amount of interaction with other people. If this was solely a 
skin malady, one would for sure want to make a determination 
prior to the holiday to prevent it from spreading and yet we 
don’t find this to be so. Fourth, we see that if the person was 
completely covered with this skin condition, he was not 
deemed a metzorah. It was only if the skin began to heal, that 
he was deemed a metzorah and told to leave the camp. The 
fifth reasoning is that this condition could only be manifested 
in Israel and not anywhere else.So the entire process is not a 
medicinal application to be done in order to cure the afflicted. 
These are actions which are done with a focus on a much 
deeper intent; awakening the perspective of the afflicted. He 
is now put in a position of “suffering”, for a specific reason.
It is to reevaluate, to reconsider, and reconnect. In general 
this is the most productive outlook, when dealing with any 
type of suffering.  One must reevaluate the direction of his 
life, recognizing that situations and circumstances can change 

in the blink an eye. He must reconsider his negative actions, 
focusing and honing in on them in order to make changes to 
make his life more meaningful. Lastly, he must reconnect with 
his surrounding in a way which emphasizes his bond with 
Hashem.The Talmud (Arachin 15b) explains that this disease 
is set off by slanderous speech. The question is if that is the 
case why didn’t people stop the use of ill language? In fact, 
even today this type of conduct is ubiquitous, where gossiping 
is one of the main challenges one faces in his daily interactions 
and many times people fall victim to it. The outcrop of this 
behavior is not only understood from a religious perspective, 
but from a logical perspective as well, the harm of negative 
speech is quite obvious. Once when discussing this subject, 
someone told me, “This is normal, everyone does it, we all 
talk and we especially enjoy talking about other people!”How 
do we respond to such a statement?Shall we hide? Shall we lie 
in isolation? Shall we create an imaginary world for ourselves 
where all is perfect?These are not answers. The world has 
within it much that needs improvement. There are evildoers, 
gossipmongers, and hatred. Yet, despite it all Hashem is still 
a part of the world. No matter what, He has not given up on 
us. And the truth is, on an individual level, we may never 
reach perfection, for as human beings we will inevitably 
make mistakes. But that is okay. We still have the opportunity 
to create for ourselves, not the perfect world, but the best 
possible world. We still have a choice – to choose what to say 
and what not to say, what to listen to and what not to listen 
to.By safeguarding what we say and what we listen to, we 
become creators of the environment we surround ourselves 
with.This alone can help us answer what matters most – how 
to make Hashem a part of our lives. 

R’ Rafi Mollot
60 SECONDS OF TORAH: METZORA -- SPIRITUAL IMMUNITY

“This shall be the law of the metzora…” (Leviticus 
14:2)

The word “metzora” means, plainly, one affliced by 
tzaraas, a spiritual ailment with physical symptoms resembling 
leprosy. Our Sages teach that the word “metzora” also 
comprises a compound of the words, “motzi ra,” meaning, 
literally, “bringing forth evil.” Tzaraas afflicted those who 
“brought forth evil” through improper speech — gossip and 
slander. However, the obvious question follows: What of all 
those people who habitually speak lashon hara — gossip and 
slander — but do not become afflicted with tzaraas?

The deeper commentaries explain that “metzora” or 

“motzi ra,” means not only “bringing forth evil” in terms of the 
misdeed committed, but also means, “expunging evil,” as in, 
getting rid of it. When one commits certain misdeeds, the evil 
generated afflicts the soul, not the body. However, a healthy 
soul, like a healthy body, will expunge any contaminant, 
like our immune system attacks an invading germ. The soul 
pushes out the evil that has entered it, and the contaminant 
exits the soul and reaches the external part of man, the body. 
The bodily symptoms of tzaraas appear as result of the evil 
having been expunged from the soul.

This only takes place in a spiritually healthy individual, 
whose soul’s vitality can muster the strength to expel the 
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evil that attempts to corrupt it. However, those of diminished 
spirituality have not the strength to combat this germ of the 
spirit, and therefore it remains within them, and they express 
no external symptoms.

Sometimes external suffering, though we never wish it 

upon ourselves or anyone else, can be viewed as the healthy 
signs of a strong spiritual immune system at work to heal our 
souls. May we merit, through upright thoughts, speech and 
deeds, to build our spiritual vitality, and see an end to all the 
world’s ailments speedily in our days! 

THE ESSENCE OF THE SEDER NIGHT
R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber

One of the highlights of the Hagadah is when we sing 
“Vehi SheAmdah”. While holding the cup of wine we 

proclaim, “This is what held us and our forefathers, for in 
every generation they stand upon us to destroy us and Hashem 
saves us from their hands”. 

What exactly is the meaning of the words “Vehi SheAmda”, 
what are we referring to when we say this is what held us? 
What held us? 

There are quite a few explanations given to help us 
understand the meaning of this. Some say it is referring to 
the cup of wine that we are holding. We refer to the wine 
and proclaim it is this that held us. More specifically, the 
separation we keep from mingling with those that have a bad 
influence on us. Wine is typically used as medium to socialize 
and mingle. By keeping to the laws of kosher wine, and 
drinking only amongst ourselves, we maintain the sanctity of 
Klal Yisroel, which is what keeps us going through the many 
difficult times we have been through. 

Others point to the word “Vehie” which is compiled 
with the numerical values of a 6,5,10 and 1. This represents 
the Torah; the six volumes of Mishnayos, the five books of 
the Torah, the ten aseres hadibros and One Hashem. This 
indicates that the keeping of the Torah and belief in Hashem 
is what has kept us throughout the generations. 

However there is a more literal and poshut p’shat to 
the words Vehie SheAmda. The Rishonim explain that it is 
referring to the previous mentioned promise that Hashem 
pledged to Avrohom Avinu during the Bris Bein Habisorim. 
The promise that we are His chosen nation and ultimately we 
will persevere, is what keeps us going throughout time. 

In a sense this defines the entire Seder night. We set up the 
seder with our best fineries and most expensive silver. This is 
in contrast to the Halacha that one shouldn’t put out all his 
fanciest dishes since we are still in Golus. Seemingly tonight 

we aren’t concerned with Golus. Furthermore, throughout 
the ages, Jews were moser nefesh to perform the seder in its 
fullest glory even while under dire circumstances. In Spain 
during the inquisition era, in Russia during Stalin, in Germany 
and beyond during the war, are just some of the times that 
Yidden with much self-sacrifice, made a seder and acted as if 
they were free men for this one night. Who were they kidding? 
Were they really free? Hiding in cellars with a watchman, and 
hearts beating, did they really believe “avodim hayinu, we 
used to be slaves but now we are free?”

The answer is that although during the year we live with 
the reality that we are in Golus and unfortunately are not yet 
free men, as we once were when we left Miztrayim, when 
it comes Pesach night, the Emunah and belief in Hashem’s 
salvation becomes the reality. For one night, the Havtacha 
that Hashem promised to redeem us is so real that it replaces 
the reality and this becomes the fact. 

Therefore it doesn’t make any difference if outside the 
Nazis YM”S are blood hungrily seeking to destroy the Jews. 
Hashem promised us that we will persevere. This promise 
is so real and so tangible, that we act as if it is indeed here 
already. 

This is the meaning of the Halacha that we are obligated 
to feel as if we actually left Mitzryaim. This is not a game, 
but rather this is the calling of the night. We must replace 
the reality with the actualization of our belief in Hashem’s 
promise that ultimately we will be redeemed and will once 
again be free, as when we were taken out of Mitzrayim. 

This is why with much celebration we proclaim, Vehi 
She’amda. This promise is what held us throughout the 
generations, and it is this promise that we feel and actualize 
during the seder night. It is this promise that will eventually 
lead to our full redemption with the coming of Moshiach 
speedily in our days.  
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ON BEING A JEW

What started half a year ago as a dinner conversation 
at a Shabbat table with Dr. Reich, became a yearning 

question brewing for months and months to come:  what 
happens to a Jew who, by a force of generations before him, 
loses the way of the Torah?  What happens to those who make 
their own choice not to observe the mitzvahs and go on with 
their own secular lives? Do they stop being Jews? What do 
they feel?  Do they or did they ever have any connection with 
Hashem afterwards or they never felt it even when they were 
observant and that’s why they chose to leave?  Are they ever 
coming back and if so – what changes in them so they feel the 
need and are compelled to come back? These questions are 
both personal and extremely intimidating for someone like 
me, who grew up in a non-observant non-religious family. I 
cannot help but try to both ask and answer these questions 
over and over again to find my own peace with them.Can 
you think of someone as a Jew if he does not observe mitzvot 
during his daily life? The question of Jewishness is difficult.  
It is hard to think of Jews as a nation, because a nation would 
have the same historical and cultural experiences which 
Sephardi, Ashkenazi, Mizrahi Jews, Jews who did and did 
not experience Holocaust would not have together.  We rather 
think of all kinds of Jews as a unity, sometimes stumbling 
to explain what makes us united. On the one hand, we are 
compelled to think that we are Jews, because the essence of 
our Jewishness is our religion, because we follow the way of 
Torah, but it is the Torah (Vayikra 16:16) that notes otherwise:

 ְוִכֶּפר ַעל ַהּקֶֹדׁש ִמֻּטְמאֹת ְּבֵני ִיְׂשָרֵאל ּוִמִּפְׁשֵעיֶהם ְלָכל ַחּטֹאָתם ְוֵכן
ַיֲעֶׂשה ְלאֶֹהל מֹוֵעד ַהּׁשֵֹכן ִאָּתם ְּבתֹוְך ֻטְמאָֹתם

And he shall effect atonement upon the Holy from the 
defilements of the children of Israel and from their rebellions 
and all their unintentional sins. He shall do likewise to the Tent 
of Meeting, which dwells with them amidst their defilements.
That is, God still stayed with Israel even in spite of their 
uncleanness.  Moreover, among the six one-way connections 
among Israel, Torah and Hashem, there is at least one 
connection that exists independently from modern people’s 
personal will or action. God’s connection with Israel, with 
Jews is independent of their righteousness in following the 
laws of Torah.The Gemara in Sanhedrin 44a further teaches 
us that “When Joshua inquired why Israel was defeated at the 
hands of Ai, God replied:  Israel has sinned.  Rabbi Abba 
bar Zavda said, “…although the nation had sinned, they can 
still be called Israel.”  In the same section of the Talmud, Rashi 
comments, “Although the nation had sinned, God still saw fit 

to call the Jews by this title, rather than referring to them as 
simply ‘the people.’”How it is possible that Jews who do not 
observe the Torah are still considered a unity?We are the Jews 
only because Hashem chose us to be his nation and gave us 
Torah as his blueprint of the perfect world. And this is enough 
for us to be united throughout all generations. When Moshe 
Rabbeinu first climbed up Mount Sinai, Hashem commanded 
him to tell the people that if they accept the covenant, He will 
make them a “kingdom of princes and a holy nation” (Shemot 
19:6).  Upon hearing these words, the people responded, “All 
that the Lord has spoken we shall do!” (Shemot 19:8).  It is 
thus our forefathers who made the covenant for everyone who 
was at the Mount Sinai and for those who are yet to come to be 
a holy nation.But Hashem also gave us a free will to complete 
his blueprint of the perfect world every day by following his 
laws. The connection between Hashem, Jews, and Torah is 
vital, yet a Jew has only a half of this connection by birth, the 
other half is built throughout one’s life.  A Jew needs Torah to 
establish the connection with Hashem and Jews need Torah to 
get in touch with their inner self. Hashem’s connection with 
Jews, though, exists from one’s births.  The magic of this 
connection is that is goes both ways – from the top down and 
from the bottom up.“…ְּבֵראִׁשית ָּבָרא ֱאֹלִהים”  The process of` 
the creation itself starts from the letter Bet, which is not the 
first, but yet, the second letter of Hebrew alphabet.  The same 
way as the letter Aleph preceded the letter Bet, Torah teaches 
us that there is a process that preceded the process of creation.
This Aleph that precedes the process of creation is the Aleph 
that starts the first of the Ten Commandments:

ָאנִֹכי ְיהָֹוה ֱאֹלֶהיָך ֲאֶׁשר הֹוֵצאִתיָך ֵמֶאֶרץ ִמְצַרִים ִמֵּבית ֲעָבִדים

I am the Lord, your God, Who took you out of the land 
of Egypt, out of the house of bondage.The Midrash says 
it thus:Two things preceded God’s creation of the world: 
Torah and Israel. Still, I do not know which preceded which.  
But when Torah states Speak to the Children of Israel..., 
Command the Children of Israel...-I know that Israel preceded 
all (Tana Dvei Eliyahu Rabbah, chapter 14)  As such, while 
Torah precedes the creation of the world, Israel precedes the 
Torah as Aleph precedes Bet.In the words “I am Hashem your 
God” we see the whole depth and importance of every Jew 
to Hashem: “you” or “Israel” exist right by Hashem, before 
laws, before Torah and before the world gets created.Hashem 
gave Israel, its beloved child, an opportunity to be vulnerable 
and follow his law willingly. Every creature that mechanically 
fulfills its path has nothing of its own in the process and will 
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never become greater than the path itself. Jews are granted this 
freedom of will to establish the second half of the connection 
that goes from the bottom up, connection of Jews to God 
to add to the connection of God to Jews.And if connection 
between Jews and God is established by following the laws 
of Torah, we fulfill our potential. By choosing not to follow 
the law of Torah we break the connection that goes from us to 
Hashem, but there is always teshuva as our own springboard 
to rebuild this connection even stronger than before.Because 
when our connection, our invisible rope to God, breaks, 
through teshuva we tie the ends together to make it whole 
again but we also make the rope itself shorter, becoming even 
closer to God than before.
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There is a halacha concerning the korban Pesach that it 
must be eaten בחבורה ‘in a group’, as the pasuk says בבית" 

חוצה" הבשר  מן  הבית  מן  תוציא  ולא  יאכל   If this Halacha is .אחד 
found specifically here by this Korban then there must be an 
underlying connection to understand and appreciate.

There are more areas where we see this concept of unity 
playing a role in the process of the Korban. Where the תורה  
specifies the method to be used when making the Korban. The 
pasuk says אל תאכלו ממנו נא ובשל מבשל במים, כי אם צלי אש על" 
 ,The Korban must be roasted whole  ראשו על כרעיו ועל קרבו".
and may not be cooked. The reason for this lies in the physical 
properties of these methods of processing food. As a food 
item is cooked it slowly falls apart, as apposed to roasting 
which stands in stark contrast for as an item is being roasted 
it solidifies and strengthens its sense of wholeness/oneness.

We further see areas in the Korban that point to this 
concept. The pasuk says "ועצם לא תשברו בו" “and you shall not 
break a bone in it”, this halacha too is explained in light of this 
idea of pesach relating to unity. For if a bone of the Korban 
would be cracked it would render a section of the Korban in 
parts, and no longer in one piece.

Along with the exodus from מצרים was created the entity 
ישראל  With .(in its complete state of 600,000 members) כלל 
the final stage of our birth being the splitting of the sea, with 
the physical world portraying what was transpiring in the 
spiritual realms. For as a fetus is enveloped by another and 
by birth leaves that framework through water, so were we 

totally enveloped by מצרים and left through water. As we say 
in the כנסת ישראל , "גוי אחד בארץ", שבת מנחה is a single nation, 
not paired, and with no pairs. What may seem like 600,000 
individuals, disparate and isolated, is actually not so. For 
although we are individuals each with our unique potential 
and talents, we unitedly form one nation, under the One King. 
As is written אתם קראוים אדם" , we כנסת ישראל is referred to as 
 is to fulfill the כלל ישראל for ultimately ,(in singular form) אדם
role of אדם הראשון , and in reality his soul is the soul which 
we all share jointly. We are a nation of unity as is alluded  to 
in the word אחד itself, as the 'א refers to שבט לוי , the 'ח to the 
eight  שבטים of the אמהות , and the 'ד refers to the four שבטים 
of the שפחות. It should be noted that this was the first national 
Korban, a Korban representing unity at the birth of the nation 
of unity.

Parenthetically, I would mention how beautifully this 
manifests itself in our community which I joined shortly over 
a year ago. How we have so many different backgrounds 
and personalities, each member with their own strengths and 
talents, everyone adding their own personal flavor. While this 
itself actually lends itself to the sum up of the unique and 
close knit community that we are.

May we be zoche to truly be באחדות , for ultimately it 
is only through a nationally unified quest that will enable us 
to properly perceive and connect with our King. Eventually 
culminating in the days when His Oneness will be overt and 
apparent to all.


